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Abstract：Microtubule(MT)is described as an anisotropic two—dimensional pseudo-spin mode1 on a 

triangular lattice，in which there are three different“spin—spin”interactions
． The mobile electron 

in each lattice site is described based on the pseudo—spin mode1
． Then，the processing of quantum 

information in the M T wall is presented by virtue of the scheme of driving quantum computer in se— 

quence of laser pulse developed by I loyd． 
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1 IntrOductiOn 

Recently，quantum computers in which the el— 

ements that carry bits of information are atoms 

have attracted the attention of many scien— 

tists̈1】c)]
．
Usually，we assume that minimal sys— 

tern for carrying a bit of information is an atom 

with two states，which can be populated either in 

the ground state 1 0)，or in the excited state I 1)． 

Accordingly，information can then be represented 

by a set of atoms，some of which are in the ground 

state 1 0)and others in the excited state I 1)． 

In 1 9 94。Lloyd⋯]suggested a scheme of driv— 

ing a quantum computer with a sequence 6f laser 

pulses，involving an array of weakly coupled atoiiis 

(nearest—neighbor interaction)．Ref．[11]considers 

a one——dimensional array of three types of two——level 

atoms (heteropolymer) ABC ABC ABC ⋯ 。 in 

which each atom possesses along—lived excited state 

and the resonant frequencies A， lj，and c．The 

light pulses transfer the atom from 1 0)to I 1)，or 

vice versa．Based on the properties of the edge at— 

oms，whose frequencies are different from the fre— 

quencies of all other atoms，different sequences of 

resonant pulses permit one to load information，to 

process it，and to read—out the information．In Fig． 

1，use sequences of the type A l}] fl to 

move information along the one—dimensional array 

of two types of two—level atoms(AB AB AB⋯ )， 

where A means that the left neighbor of atoms A 

is in the state I i)，and the right neighbor of atoms 

A is in the state IJ)．The pulse with frequency oAJ 

acts only on the atoms Ao1，i．e．transfers atoms A 

from 1 0)to I 1)，or from I 1)to 1 0)． 

AB A B AB A l3 

∞ ∞ AB A B A B AB 

∞ ∞ AB A B A B AB 

． ∞ ∞{、l AB AB A B A B 

Fig． 1 Change of the initial states under the influence 

of the sequence(c’ Ⅲ Ⅲljl∞ (￡， ∞̂ ． 

(Asterisk means that an atom is in the exeited state)． 

For a biological system，M Ts are important 

for components and function units in cytoskele— 
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tons，as well as cellular organization and informa— 

tion processing，so the problem of information pro— 

cessing of MTs has attracted adaifional att6ntionL 

From X—ray crystallography[ 引， MTs are·holl6v~ 

cylindrical polymers of the protein tubulin and are 

25 nm in outer diameter and 14 nm in inner diame— 

ter．The cylinder walls of microtubules are com— 

prised of 13 longitudinal protofilaments in which 

each is a series of tubulin subunit proteins． Each 

tubulin subunit i an 8 nm × 4 nm × 5 nm het- 

erodimer which consists of two slightly different 

monomers known as alpha and beta tubulin(a—and 

／3-tubulin)．Each tubulin is a dipole(beta plus，al— 

pha minus) and has a net mobile electr0negative 

charge，which is localized predominantly towards 

the a—monomer． Certainly，this net negative is an 

unbound mobile electron too，which can be local— 

ized either more t oward the a—monomer or more to— 

ward the p—monomerL Thus the tubulin dimmer 

protein has only two basic states l a>and l口>，i．e． 

the information cari be transferred when the states 

chahge from l a>to l卢>or from l >to fa>． 

Some models for the M T dynamics have been 

presentedm ’ 一 。]．For the tubulin dimmer dipoles 

in one prOtofilament of a MT， some authors[161] 

have taken the well—known double—we11 potential 

model which is very successful in many 

fields[ 。’。 ．However， according to the quantum 

character of mobile electrons and a matter worth 

noting：quantum tunneling effects penetrating the 

barrier，each double—well may be represented by 

one pseudo—spin[ 
． In this paper，the system is 

described as the two—·dimensional pseudo——spin mod—· 

el and processing·of quantum i,nformation in the 

MT wall is presented by virtue of the scheme of 

driving quantum computer in sequence of laser 

pulse developed by Lloyd． 

2 Two-dimensional Pseudo-spin Sys— 

tem s 

The tubuli n dimer subunits within the cylinder 

wall are arranged in a hexagonal lattice which is 

slightly twisted；resulting in different neighbor re— 

lationships among each subunit and its six nearest 

e]ghboi-s[舵j j Ba§ic pre mi‘se⋯j physically views the 

,
entire MT as,ai：regul0r array of coupled local dipole 

states which interact with their immediate neigh— 

bors． Considering the quantum characters of mo— 

bile electrons and the spin wave theory developed 

in the solid slate physics and ferroelectrics，each 

double-well may be represented by one pseudo- 

spin．The two possible orientations of the pseudo- 

spin，up and down(i．e．1a>and l >)，correspond 

to the two possible localized positions of the mobile 

electron，the site of a well and the site of~-wel1． 

in two—dimensional pseudo—spin System ， 

the effective itlteraCtion terms between two neigh— 

boring lattice sites are(in Fig．2) 

H ：==一 ∑J osfs1． 

here exchange constants
．， ， 

J 3 dependil xg on the choice 

(1) 

take the values Jl，‘，2， 

of dipole pairs，with 

J 一一 4v ⋯ (i，J) (2) 

， 兰 南 · 
( r 一 J)u· ( 一一 )d rdx ． (3) 

here v y d(i，J)represent the coupling between the 

two tubulin dimers at the site i and site which 

depend on the distance between the two sites，and 

also the quantum states ．v，y and ． ( — i) 

and ( — i)represent tile Wannier function and 

its conjugate，respectively． 

In Fig．2．using the formula(2)and taking 

two harmonic potentials to simulate the double— 

well potential mentioned above，we may approxi- 

mately present the l1umerieal resuhs for the con— 

stants．J{，‘， J a11d 1he corresponding angles．For 

example，J1—0．1 97 6(1／e)eV，0l一0。，here the e 

iS the dielectric constant Iof the medium． 

From the above model，we can know it is a 

triangular as repeated cell in crystal lattice(in the 

wall of the MT)．in which there are three different 

“

spin—spin’’interactions,Because of three different 
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．，(．，1，．，2，J 3) we can describe the repeated cell as 

three types of two—pseudo—spin(．-e．the spin of Up 

十and the spin of down )atoms(dimers)． 

Hence，the entire M T wall can be mapped the 

chain of three：typas of two—pseudo—spin atoms 

shown in Fig．3，where it is three longitudinal pro— 

tofilament in M T．For two dipolar lattices．the tri— 

angular with shadow is the correct array and we 

can describe these dimers such as 1 2 3，1 2 3，1 2 

3⋯ ；i．e．tfie chain of three types of two—pseudo— 

spin dimers． 

(b) 

Fig．2 (a)Exchange constants；(b)l heir signs within a unit 

hexagonal cell；(c)A band of hex g9“ ~pan ning tb导 
： 

circumfeFence of a microl ubule． 

3 

Fig．3 Three types of two—psetldo—spin atoms． 

H：一号 叫 + 冲 ， 
i— A， B，C 

here is the Pauli operator，．，is the effective con— 

stant of interaction Which can be positive or nega— 

tive，and叫 is the resonant frequency for the effec— 

tive spin when the interaction is absent．Take B at． 

oms as example，if some state of B atoms in the 

system is in the ground state or the spin of the 

down ： · 

EB0= <AB。C I H I AB。C)， 

A>一}A。>or}Al>一f O)or f 1> (5) 

and the others of B atoms occupies the excited state 

or the spin of the up十．Certainly，all other spins 

are unchanged，and then the difference E between 

the energies of these two states(two spins)is 

△EB— EB1一 EB0． 

So，we find the following four eigenfreq uencies of 

the Hamiltonian which correspond to four energy 

levels spelt by energy level of B atoms： ． 

叫
B =  

一

： 、 。 ， 

叫B+ JAB+ J 

叫B+ JAB一 ．，B‘： 

叫B— JAB+ JBc 

o)I{一 JAB— J Bc ， 

B— AEB 叫A一 叫B= 叫c一 叫o． (7) 

Similarly，the four frequencies of A atoms and C 

atoms can be given．The system is assumed to have 

only nearest—neighbor interaction，which shifts the 

energy levels of each atom as a function of the 

states of its neighbors．This means that each ener— 

gY level splits into four levels as computed results 
●  

above． 

Quantum Information Processing 4 Conclusion 

In this paper，we can apply I．1oyd’s schemes 

for loading and processing of information in the 

wall of MTs． Then，the three types of two—pseu— 

do—spin atom system (ABC⋯ ABC⋯ ABC⋯ )de— 

scribed by the Hamihonian： 

In this paper， two—dimensional pseudo—spin 

model is presented，which is intended to describe 

the physical dynamics of unbound mobile electrons 

in the wall of cytoskeletal microtubule．Due to the 

inherent symmetry structures and the electric prop— 

B∞ B B B儿 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 

，●●●●● ●●●●● ， 、 t●●● ，，● T●● 、 
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erties in the M T and the double—well potential，we 

treat it as a pseudo—spin system ，and it is a triangu— 

lar as repeated cell in crystal lattice，where there 

are three different“spin—spin”interactions．In con— 

clusion，we can describe the repeated cell as three 
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微管壁上量子信息的传递 

石春花，邱锡钧 

(上海大学理学院物理系，上海 200444) 

摘 要：微管管壁上的原丝纤维可以描述成各项异性的二维赝自旋模型，其
、
最小重复单元是三 

一 

角形状的。在这个模型中存在三种不同的“自旋一自旋”相互作用。而每一维上的自由电子可以看 

作是赝自旋模型。那么，微管壁上的量子信息传递就可以用Lytod提出的激光控制量子钎 算的 
模型来解释． ’ 

关 键 词：微管；量子；赝自旋；传递 
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